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By Charles Dickens

COSIMO CLASSICS, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 145 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It is impossible to overstate the importance of
British novelist CHARLES DICKENS (1812-1870) not only to literature in the English language, but to
Western civilization on the whole. He is arguably the first fiction writer to have become an
international celebrity. He popularized episodic fiction and the cliffhanger, which had a profound
influence on the development of film and television. He is entirely responsible for the popular image
of Victorian London that still lingers today, and his characters-from Oliver Twist to Ebenezer
Scrooge, from Miss Havisham to Uriah Heep-have become not merely iconic, but mythic. But it was
his stirring portraits of ordinary people-not the upper classes or the aristocracy-and his fervent cries
for social, moral, and legal justice for the working poor, and in particular for poor children, in the
grim early decades of the Industrial Revolution that powerfully impacted social concerns well into
the 20th century. Without Charles Dickens, we may never have seen the likes of Sherlock Holmes,
Upton Sinclair, or even Bob Dylan. Here, in 30 beautiful volumes-complete with all the original
illustrations-is...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to start on looking at but really exciting to see. It really is simplistic but surprises from the 50 % from the pdf. I am just
effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a published book.
-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er-- Thur m a n Scha m ber g er

The publication is simple in read easier to comprehend. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time period. I found out this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Sha kir a  K unde-- Sha kir a  K unde
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